Make a mini heart shaped box designed for 18” dolls. You can shrink or enlarge this
pattern for your favorite doll! Go to DollDiaries.com for pictures and a full tutorial.
Supplies:
-duck tape
-Heart Box Pattern PDF (yes this one!)
-scissors
-cardboard (think cereal boxes)
-pencil

1. Cut out the heart and rectangle strip. Trace 2 hearts and 2 strips onto the cardboard.
Cut the shapes out of the cardboard.
2. Cover both sides of the heart with duck tape. Trim the extra tape off around the heart.
3. Cut a strip of duck tape the length of a rectangle strip. Line the rectangle strip up with the
edge of the tape. Fold the strip over so that both sides are now covered in tape. Trim
the extra tape along the side so only 1/2” remains.
4. Cut the extra tape into a fringe. Make cuts about every 1/4”.
5. We are going to add the rectangle strip to the lid of the box. Use the tape fringe you cut
to secure the strip. Place strip inside the heart about 1/4” with the fringe on the inside.
Trim off any extra strip.
6. Prepare the second rectangle strip the same as in step 3 and 4. This is going to be for
the bottom of the heart box and will fit snug within the strip on the lid. To get a snug fit,
take the strip and bend it to fit, while placing it inside the rectangle strip already attached
to the lid. Trim off the extra strip that doesnʼt fit. The fringe is pointing up and when you
press it towards the inside of the
heart it will lay flat with the sticky side
facing up. Press the second heart on
the exposed tape. Separate the top
and bottom of the box and press the
fringe to fully secure.
7. Secure where each strip starts and
stops on both hearts, with a piece of
tape.
8. Line the inside of each heart, over
the fringe area, by placing strips of
tape on it.
More Fun: Put something little and fun inside!
-Use a different color duck tape on the outside
of the lid.
-Add ribbon or jewels to decorate the lid.
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